Staying On Message
Another week, another round in the recent debate in the
columns of Sri Lanka’s The Island into which I’ve unwittingly
been dragged. At any rate, with any luck the barrage of
criticism I’ve been receiving in those pages of latre will die
down soon. We shall see.
For clarity’s sake, beneath my response I’m adding the article
to which it was a reply.

Richard Armitage, Former US Deputy Secretary of State on a
visit to Sri Lanka, here with President Sirisena. Photo:
Asiantrubune.coma

Staying On Message
August 30, 2016
Vinod Moonesinghe (The Island, 29 Aug 2016) offers a, to say
the least, curious take on the continuing debate on Norway’s
role in Sri Lanka in these pages. First and foremost, because
he deals with anything but the Norwegian peace facilitation
effort.
What hedoes insteadis to is to lambast several of the people I
cited or simply mentioned in my last article, chiefly for
their actions everywhere other than in Sri Lanka, and on that
basis suggest that readers should able to discern the –
presumably pernicious – political interests ‘closest to [my]
heart’.
Depressingly, in responding to me Moonesinghe resorts to an
old propagandistic smear technique. In doing so he offers not
a single word of analysis or critical response to the
substance of my article, which focuses on Norwegian actions in
Sri Lanka. Instead Moonesinghe lines up a supposed rogues
gallery of people I have mentioned – people he somewhat
bizarrely describes as ‘character witnesses’ for my ‘political
view’ – and proceeds to execute a rapid – and error-prone –
hachet job on their wider political affiliations and actions,
past and present. The people in question are Richard Armitage,
Jonathan Powell and David Milliband.
With regard to these men’s broader political sympathies I will
offer little comment, bar three short observations. First that
in dealing with all three, Moonesinghecontinues with his
tiresomeresort to smear by association. Thus for example
Richard Armitage is criticized for his association with the
International Crisis Group – surely one of the most widely
respected global think tanks around – as an organizationthat
includes among its past advisers former Israeli Prime Minister

Shimon Peres. In Moonesinghe’s worldview, moreover, Peres
becomes a ‘Zionist ethnic cleanser’ – a truly ugly description
that sits uncomfortably close to repellent, anti-Semitic
slander.
Second, the account of David Milliband’s past actions is
marred by a simpleerror. Moonesinghe writes of David
Milliband’s brother and former Labour Party leader Edward
Milliband: not the Labour Foreign Secretary at the time of the
Sri Lankan war’s final stages in 2009: asilly and easily
avoidable mistake.
Third, and most absurdly of all, Moonesinghe takes one
descriptive phrase from a quotation I offer from Jonathan
Powell’s book Talking To Terrorists as supposedly clear
evidence of whose political interests are ‘closest to [my]
heart ‘. As well as being insulting, this is both totally
inaccurate and(again) a case of smear by highly convoluted
association.
It also completely misreads what I take to be Powell’s main
point, which is simply that history indicates that sooner or
later, political establishments end up talking to precisely
those they have previously designated as terrorists. (This by
the way being very much the case with Shimon Peres, who stood
on the White House lawn in 1993 and shook hands with PLO
leader Yasser Arafat infront of the world’s media.)
So much for the guilt by association sleight of hand. What of
the substance of my argument concerning Oslo’s actions in Sri
Lanka? Here I have nothing to add because to repeat, amazingly
there is simply nothing on the subject inMoonesinghe’s
article.
I welcome the opportunity to discussand re-evaluate Norway’s
role in the Sri Lankan conflict currently provided by the
opinion pages of The Island. I hope, however, that future
contributions will demonstrate a greater willingness to stay

‘on message’ regarding the subject in focus – and avoid simply
seeking to shoot the messenger in the process.
Mark Salter
Here’s the article to which I was responding above.
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Mark Salter (“Norway in Sri Lanka: in defence of
negotiations”, The Island, 25 August) has a very curious
collection of “character witnesses” for his point of view.
They are:
(a) Former US deputy secretary of state Richard Armitage: this
Cold Warrior was allegedly involved in the Phoenix programme
of murdering opponents of the USA in Vietnam, during the war
on that country. He was later allegedly implicated in the
Iran-Contra arms and drugs scandal. He was later associated
with the right-wing think-tank, the Project for a New American
Century (PNAC) centred on Donal Rumsfeld and responsible for
plotting many of George W Bush’s neo-colonialist adventures,
including the illegal invasion and conquest of Iraq. He has
been on the board of CACI, a defence contractor implicated in
the Abu Ghraib torture scandal. He was associated with the
International Crisis Group, founded by fellow PNAC members
Morton I Abramowitz and Stephen Solarz, one of the prime
movers in the campaign against Sri Lanka, which had as its
adviser the Zionist ethnic cleanser Shimon Peres.
(b) Tony Blair’s ex Chief of Staff and author of Talking To
Terrorists, Jonathan Powell: a pillar of the British political
establishment, he was one of the closest advisers to Tony
Blair, the British half of the criminal invasion of Iraq. He

was the only senior adviser to last through the Blair era. He
was a member of the shadowy British American project for the
Successor Generation, the right-wing think-tank founded by
Ronald Reagan and Rupert Murdoch, and funded by far-right oil
tycoon Howard Pew.
(c) David Miliband. The former Labour Party leader was an
adviser to Tony Blair and voted in favour of the illegal
invasion and conquest of Iraq. He was accused of having
“fought tooth and nail” to thwart the release of documents
relating to Benyam Mohammed, a detainee at the USA’s notorious
Camp X Ray torture base at Guantanamo.
Apart from quoting such pristine paragons of human rights,
Salter makes a slip which reveals his fundamental bias. He
quotes Jonathan Powell as referring to the PLO as a “terrorist
organisation”, and, while he says that Taliban could be added
to that number, he does not mention the terrorist apartheid
state of Israel. The PLO, as the ruling party of the
independent and sovereign state of Palestine, is a legitimate
political organisation much respected by the people of Sri
Lanka.
I think the readers will be capable of evaluating precisely
whose interests are closest to Salter’s heart.
Vinod Moonesinghe
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LTTE’s leader Prabhakaran with Norway’s envoy Erik Solheim.
Photo/Tamilnet
Here’s the latest installment of my contribution to a debate
that’s been raging in the coloumns of Sri Lanka’s The Island
over the last week. The immediate subject is Norwegian conduct
in the aftermath of the assassination of Sri Lankan Froeign
Minister Lakshman Kadirgamar in August 2005 – an event whose
11th anniversary fell earlier this month. More broadly, it’s
about the role of facilitators and mediators in peace
processes and what they should – and should not – try to do in
that ocntext.
To be continued, I suspect . . ..

The Island, 24 August 2016
A voice from the Sinhala Diaspora, Bodhi Dhanapala (The
Island, 22 August 2016), takes issue with my endorsement of
Norway’s conduct following Lakshman Kadirgamar’s assassination

in August 2005. In particular, Dhanapala criticizes Oslo’s
focus on – and my endorsement of – efforts to get talks going
again between the two sides, as opposed to his preferred
course of action viz. fierce, vocal denunciation of the Tigers
as terrorists combined with redoubled efforts to wipe them
out. In sum, Dhanapala appears to regard my view as tantamount
to defending what he describes as ‘moral bankruptcy and
duplicity’. Moreover, he suggests, people like myself would
never argue for such a course of action were a similar event
to occur at home.
Dhanapala’s comparative scenario setting to illustrate his
point is forced – Western foreign minister assassinated? What
would a US Envoy do? – and in some respects too skewed to deal
with here. (A history of ethnic discrimination mutating into a
30 year civil war and followed by an attempted peace process.)
But one aspect of his imagined scenario is worth examining
more closely: the presence of a hypothetical envoy in the form
of the US Secretary of State.
First, it is important to stress (yet again) that the
Norwegians were peace facilitators–not mediators, and most
certainly not envoys. In formal terms their role, as defined
by and agreed with both parties (Government of Sri Lanka
(GoSL), LTTE) was to facilitate talks between the parties, and
specifically not to pressurize or otherwise strong-arm either
of them i.e. play the strong mediator.
Strong mediator mandates exist – the US in the Middle East,
for example. In Sri Lanka, however, as the GoSL – Kadirgamar
himself included – made abundantly clear from the start, this
was precisely what it did not want. The consequences of
overstepping the mark were made very clear to Erik Solheim,
who at an earlier stage was criticized strongly for both
playing what was regarded as too prominent a role in the media
and, for adopting a position viewed by some as overly
sympathetic to the Tigers.

Finally here, it should be noted that a US (Deputy) Secretary
of State, Richard Armitage was from the start highly
supportive of Oslo’s engagement in Sri Lanka, their approach
to dealing with the parties included. Generally speaking, a
quid pro quo of taking on an external facilitator or a
mediator role in a conflict is the need to be careful to avoid
public statements directly condemning any of the parties –
even if such a move would be thoroughly justified on its own
merits, which it almost certainly would have been in this
instance. In the international division of labour, with
respect to a peace process, in other words, condemnation has
to be left to others apart from the facilitators.
There is also plentiful evidence to suggest that at this
point, as at every other up to this stage in the peace
process, the Norwegian position and approach was closely coordinated with Colombo. For example, the call for redoubled
efforts to restart talks that Dhanapala finds so repugnant,
was closely mirrored in an 18 August GoSL letter to
Prabakharan. (The details are laid out in my earlier article).
And in this context, the fact that Oslo did not issue a loud
denunciation of the murder would doubtless also have met with
understanding in Colombo.
Dhanapala goes on to provide a gory list of LTTE atrocities,
all appalling and most doubtless accurate – although claims
that the LTTE ran orphanages to train Black Tigers as suicide
cadres and indulged in wholesale killing of their wounded
cadres in the war’s final stages are certainly questionable.
With respect to a conflict known for its serial brutalities
and atrocities, however, the point of providing this list is
not entirely clear: particularly as reference to the litany of
abuses committed by the Sri Lankan Armed Forces, not least in
the final stages of the conflict is absent, though Dhanapala
is doubtless as aware of these as anyone.
The author’s eye-catching ISIS-LTTE comparison also raises as
many questions as it answers. First of all, because the

differences between the two outfits are at least as compelling
as the similarities. To note a few obvious examples: a
national/ethnic support base; a fundamentalist religious
ideology; a charismatic leader figure; and external financial
and military backing (the latter admittedly true of the Tigers
during the 1980s). In fact, about the only thing ISIS and the
LTTE can truly be said to have in common is an avowed taste
for brutality, a ruthless propensity for using extreme
violence against their opponents.
Beyond the problematic nature of the ISIS-LTTE comparison,
however, one further thing in common is the eventual necessity
of dealing with both through attempted negotiation – however
challenging that is, as is clearly the case with ISIS. As Tony
Blair’s ex Chief of Staff and author of Talking To Terrorists
Jonathan Powell, argues.
‘The probability [is] that we will in the end have to talk to
Isis. Every time we have met a terrorist group, we have said
we will never talk to them; but from the original IRA in 1919
to Eoka in Cyprus, the FMLN in El Salvador, the Gam in
Indonesia, the Milf in the Philippines, the PLO in Palestine
and the Farc in Colombia, we have [always] ended up doing so’
(he might also have added the Taliban in Afghanistan)
Dhanapala again chastises me for defending what he calls the
‘indefensibly immoral position of the Norwegians’. I fail,
however, to see the immorality of attempting to facilitate a
peaceful resolution to a conflict that had already resulted in
tens of thousands of deaths, while also saving many more
innocent lives in the process – as the period during which the
Ceasefire Agreement (CFA) was respected by both sides
certainly did.
As Powell argues political realism no less than morality
dictates that once resolving a destructive, bloody conflict
comes into focus, the pursuit of dialogue and negotiation
becomes both imperative and ultimately inescapable. This was

definitely the case in Sri Lanka throughout the Norwegian
engagement, and far from being immoral, in this sense it was a
thoroughly praiseworthy effort, even if the peace process
ultimately failed to achieve a lasting settlement.
Finally, Dhanapala turns his fire on David Milliband, British
Foreign Minister at the time of the conflict’s final stages,
upbraiding him for acting at the bidding of the domestic UK
Tamil constituency, and allegedly with a view to ‘saving’
Prabakharan.
First, Dhanapala misunderstands the nature of Milliband’s
‘admission’ in the Wikipedia cable he mentions. Politicians
should surely be attentive to the concerns of large domestic
constituencies – which the Tamil Diaspora undoubtedly is in
London, in particular. Acting in response to popular concerns–
here meaning mounting public outrage over the appalling
casualties being inflicted on a hapless Tamil civilian
population corralled into a shrinking coastal pocket of the
Northeast – is certainly no sin in a democracy. Indeed,
politicians who fail to act in response to such pressures do
so at their peril. And to suggest in this context that
Milliband was acting primarily to try and save the LTTE leader
is make-believe.
Rather, it seems reasonable to suggest that, like many in the
West who by early 2009 were waking up to the scale of the
tragedy engulfing northeast Sri Lanka, Kouchner and
Milliband’s engagement with the Sri Lankan conflict was
motivated primarily (but not exclusively) by humanitarian
concern for the Tamil civilian population.
All in all, Dhanapala’s broadside suggests a deeply polarized,
black and white view of the Sri Lankan conflict that is at
odds with ground realities in the country, both then and
today. As long as Mahinda Rajapaksa remained in power, similar
views continued to dominate the country’s political outlook.
With 2015’s decisive shift in governance, however, other more

tolerant, peacefully orientated perspectives have begun to
come to the fore. Crucially, these have found practical
expression in the four-part set of transitional justice
measures outlined in Geneva in October 2015 by Foreign
Minister Mangala Samaraweera, and now gradually being rolled
out, initially in the form of the recently established Office
of Missing Persons (OMP). I think I can confidently assert,
moreover, that this development has Norway’s full blessing and
support.
Mark Salter
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Here is a sensitive, thoughtful account of how her fascinating
new book came to be by authoress Sunila Galiappatti. The book,
A Long ‘Watch: The Capture of Commander Boyagoda, was recently
released by Hurst, my own publishers in London. This article
itself was originally published in The Wire.

The Risks of Testimony: ‘Memories
of Captivity with the Tamil Tigers
BY SUNILA GALAPPATTI

LTTE
leaders at Sirumalai camp, Tamil Nadu, in 1984 while being
trained by Indian Intelligence (RAW). Credit: Wikimedia
CommonsThe framing of A Long Watch: War, Captivity and Return
in Sri Lanka (Hurst, 2016) the memoir of the LTTE’s highestranking prisoner, Commodore Ajith Boyagoda, as told to
authoress Sunila Galappatti.
It takes a long time to tell this story to friends: to say
that I have a book just out; that I worked on it for five
years without speaking openly about it; that it is a memoir
written in the voice of a naval officer who was held captive
for eight years during the Sri Lankan civil war and that he
speaks of that experience in an understated and accepting way.
This acceptance is the most surprising thing about the story
and, almost immediately, people ask, “Did he go Stockholm?” I
tell them it is a joke the commodore makes. “Maybe I have
Stockholm syndrome,” he will say, and laugh. How is he to
know, or I? We are not able to make a diagnosis, any more than

the people who ask the question.
But over time I have wondered why this particular question
recurs, of so many possible questions. There is inside it an
urge to know – to be able to identify as something we
recognise, a story that doesn’t fit the format we expect.
There is a suggestion that we might know better than the man
who is telling us his story. We are quick to make an illness
of his survival strategies. Above all, we are schooled to
resist the story being told.
§
I once asked similar questions. Five years ago, I was told
there was this man. He had been an officer of the Sri Lankan
navy who was captured and held for eight years by the
separatist Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE), during the
middle decade of the island’s long civil war. He wanted to
tell his story; might I be interested in working on it with
him?

I was interested but cautious; I felt I had to know more about
the commodore’s politics first. I am embarrassed now by the
arrogance of this reserve, but I do not want to belittle it. I
knew the story must be fundamentally personal to Commodore
Boyagoda, as the war itself is personal to all of us
associated with Sri Lanka. If the commodore’s feelings about
the war and mine were opposite, we might struggle to work
together. I hope unlikelier collaborations will indeed be
forged, but I was not there yet. It was a question of what was
possible in that time and place.
The first time I met the Commodore, he said a list of things
that struck me:
He said, “This war was a mistake.”

He said, “We should have done a better job.”
He said, “People write about the LTTE all the time. I lived
with them for eight years and no one ever asked me what they
were like.”
“You come back and you want to go to the toilet and you look
around for someone to ask. You can go insane,” he said.
“Why did it happen? Was it for a sin you did?”
What struck me most of all was the understated way that
Commodore Boyagoda spoke. He told me that in one of the places
he was held, the prisoners were “quite free”; meaning that
they were not held in chains and could move around three rooms
of a house, as long as they did not speak to each other or try
to go outdoors. It was apparent to me that he was speaking
from within his reality, not ours.
Occasionally, when he was moved at night, without blindfolds,
he used his naval training to navigate by the stars. In his
cell, he tried to work out the progress of a battle: from
which direction were the shells coming? In which direction did
ambulances travel afterwards? Ten years later, his memory of
captivity served in turn as a prompt for piecing together the
progress of war. None of this was told to me with the drama we
perceive in it, but rather with a forceful pragmatism. I knew
that that was precisely the tone and plain language in which I
had to write the book, if it was to be a faithful account.
This instinct was reinforced by an everyday conversation I had
sometime later – completely unrelated to the commodore’s
story. I had moved for a short time to the east coast of Sri
Lanka and had just found a room to rent. I went with my
brother to pay a customary courtesy call on my landlord. It
went as these conversations go. The landlord kindly offered us
a cup of tea and introduced us to his mother-in-law. We spoke
of our family to reassure him of our values and
respectability. He spoke of his family and told us his son was

just visiting from university in the US. This reminded him of
his own travels as a young man: he recollected that time and,
to account for it, mentioned that his sister had worked for an
airline, enabling his travel. Then he said, “But she was taken
by the LTTE in 1990 and we haven’t seen her since.” He did not
need to explain and I imagine one could not, easily. He was
speaking from within context and expecting us to listen from
within context. Two things struck me then: one, that I knew
this tone already and two, that it was something to record. It
would teach us things, of people’s lived experience, that
dramatisation could not.
§
I began to meet with Commodore Boyagoda, two mornings a week
at my home. This is how it worked: Commodore Boyagoda arrived
and rang the doorbell. I let him in. He sat down at the dining
table while I made coffee in the kitchen. I returned, poured
the coffee and switched on a voice recorder. I would remind
him at what point in the story we last stopped, sometimes ask
a question and he would talk. After about an hour and a half,
we would conclude the session – usually with my suggesting
we’d probably talked enough for that day. Occasionally, at
that point, we would briefly discuss the present; the
political climate or other weather. Then I would walk
Commodore Boyagoda back down the stairs to the door. With some
long breaks we followed this routine for three and a half
years.
How Commodore Boyagoda felt about these meetings I don’t
actually know. You must understand that the spare voice in
which we tell his story in the book is much like the one in
which we spoke. Nothing is being concealed from you – rather I
have striven not to add to this story any sense of
significance that Commodore Boyagoda himself did not give it.
He told the story plainly and it took me a long time to be
familiar enough with his voice to catch the nuances in it.

I was trained, by working in the theatre, to trust in the
value of repetition. The commodore told me his story many
times. The first time, I tried not to interrupt his account,
but simply to receive the story. That stage took about a year.
Then we went over certain episodes. I would ask some questions
and the commodore would give his account again. There are a
few pivotal moments in the story that we discussed many times,
while I listened for variations, distillations, emotional
truth.
One of the most instructive recognitions for me as I
to the commodore was to realise how much he had
forgotten. “It was a long time ago,” he said. At
found this a little surprising. Commodore Boyagoda

listened
in fact
first, I
had been

through the extraordinary experience of being a prisoner – how
could he have forgotten any of it? Was he suppressing
something? But later I began to take it as a reminder that
perhaps it is not possible to live through an experience like
this, while thinking it extraordinary.
I did not wish to interrogate the commodore – that was not
right. It felt important to me that I respect his privacy –
and I suspect at another level I was also protecting my own.
It simply felt like we had as much conversation as we could.
Later on, I asked the commodore if he would have told the
story differently to someone else – for example a military man
of his own age rather than a civilian woman young enough to be
his daughter. He said he told the story the same way always,
and there was a force to the way he said this. I have come to
understand that Commodore Boyagoda has decided the terms on
which we should know his story. There is something about that
I can only respect.
§
My instinct was to trust Commodore Boyagoda, because I did and
because it was the only fair way in which to work with him and
re-tell his story. Yet, I also remember the early anxiety of

working on a project about which I had only instincts, no
certainty. I worried about how to win the Commodore’s trust
when there would, for a long time, be no signs of progress. I
felt the exercise would be a failure if it was painful to him
or I lost his trust.
The political climate in Sri Lanka when we started working in
late 2010 was also very different, you will recall. Was I
going to be complicit in creating a new risk to Commodore
Boyagoda? Was I going to expose my own family to unnecessary
scrutiny? At the very least, we were not sure we would be able
to finish what we had started.
But deeper than all these reservations, I had been schooled to
test knowledge and to question what I was told. What did I
really know of the war anyway? How could I verify the
commodore’s account? I told myself it was important to ask
these questions. I believed it would naturally strengthen the
book to have it tested in this way.
One of the areas in which this conflict played itself out was
over the question of collaboration. Rumours had abounded that
Commodore Boyagoda collaborated with the Tigers. He told me
about these rumours. I asked him for his account – his account
was always the same. He said he always answered the questions
asked but knew he was not giving the Tigers privileged
information. He was not privy to official secrets himself so
he had none to tell, he said. I believed him. But I came back
to it many times. I played the devil’s advocate with myself,
asking fierce questions in capital letters in my notebook. I
remember the shame I felt when one day the questions in my
notebook caught Commodore Boyagoda’s eye. I realised that in
my need to be accountable to other people, I could fail the
man with whom I was working.
I tried to have honest conversations with myself. To me,
personally, there was no national question. With the benefit
of hindsight, I saw nationalism as an unfortunate ideology

through which to have approached our problems in Sri Lanka –
both Sinhala nationalism and Tamil nationalism. I told myself
it didn’t matter to me whether Commodore Boyagoda collaborated
with the LTTE; that in a hundred years’ time we would allow
the smaller complicities of small men trying to survive a war.
§
But then something happened to question my confidence.
Commodore Boyagoda received a call from a former LTTE cadre
who had been one of the first people to interrogate him. This
man told him that while working in the LTTE’s intelligence
operation he had also been passing information on the LTTE to
India’s intelligence body, RAW. RAW had blackmailed him into
service, he said, threatening to expose a love affair that was
forbidden under LTTE rules. Later he had, out of a different
necessity, become an intelligence agent on behalf of the Sri
Lankan army. Commodore Boyagoda was amazed by this
information, just as he was to receive the call in the first
place.
The man had found him on Facebook. He said that Commodore
Boyagoda had been an important part of his story and that he
wanted to thank him. He wanted to send him a manuscript to
read in which he recounted his own story. Commodore Boyagoda
didn’t read it but he emailed the manuscript to me. It took me
a long time to open it. The man had not intended me to
it, nor known the commodore was working on a book of his
But again I made Cartesian arguments against my scruples
at least, ran a search on the name Boyagoda throughout
manuscript.

read
own.
and,
that

What I found was Commodore Boyagoda characterised as the
traitor from whom this man had learnt to be a traitor. Despite
my earlier confidence, despite what seemed like a very
unreliable narrative, I was a little shaken by the suggestion.
I realised then that it did matter to me – not that Commodore
Boyagoda remain true to the Sri Lankan government’s cause but

simply that he should not be duplicitous. I did not want him
to have lied to me and I did not want him to have lied to the
world. I put the question to him again.
Amazingly, Commodore Boyagoda did not seem fazed by my
anxiety. He remained consistent with his own story and – most
interestingly to me – did not care as much as I did about this
other version coming into the world. He’d seen it all before.
“Besides, what can we do?” he asked me. “Most of the people
who can testify for me are dead.”
Gradually, I understood – from this episode as well as simply
through the passing of more time, thought and conversation –
that my schooled mistrust would do more to limit the book than
to deepen it. I was not going to be able absolutely to verify
stories, any more than I could absolutely anticipate the
reaction of the establishment (by which I mean any of the
establishments). Not only the commodore, but I too had to take
some risk. I could be proved right or wrong. There were no
safeguards. Even the knowledge I did gather was incomplete and
could not in the end prove a better measure than instinct.
With these realisations, I abandoned my earlier plans to talk
to the commodore’s cellmate or anyone else with that sort of
proximity to his story. What I felt most sensibly now was the
sense of obligation that such conversations would bring – if
those people made time to tell me their stories, it would only
be fair that I tell their stories in the book. Serving them
all partially, I would have to take charge of the narrative in
a different way. I could demonstrate my own ingenuity in
discovering a supposedly objective ‘truth’, but I would cease
to tell the Commodore’s story. And I was more interested in
his voice than my own; I was sure the reader would be too.
§
In the end, the only person in his story besides the commodore
that I spoke to was his wife, because it felt polite to do

that much. I also read the letters the commodore had received
from his family during his captivity, sent through the
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Of his own
letters, Mrs Boyagoda told me he’d said, “What’s the point of
hanging on to them?” I hesitated when the commodore brought me
the bundles of ICRC forms, loosely bound together. He refused
my qualms – he said, “The ICRC read them, the LTTE read them,
why not you?”
I began by reading his letters from his sons. To read the
letters of a woman to her husband in captivity was an
intrusion to which I had to come round slowly. But it turned
out also to be painful to read the letters of the children to
their father. To see the tentative handwriting of an eightand nine-year-old (the youngest being, at the time, still too
small to write) was an initial shock. They asked their father
if his ship was still broken? They asked if he couldn’t ask
the “LTTE uncles” to let him come home. Gradually, they grew
up and their letters knew more. Sometimes they revealed their
troubles, sometimes they hid them. It was from the changes in
the commodore’s sons that I really learnt what a long time
eight years is. The most heart-breaking aspect of the job was
to read the sensitive observations of the commodore’s middle
son, who confided in his father that his mother said she was
fine, but she was not. It was immensely difficult to read
those letters, knowing this feeling child had been killed in a
senseless accident less than a decade after his father’s
return home.
But these things did not go in the book. The story I re-told,
as I had heard it, was the one the commodore recounted, its
strengths and weaknesses intact. “And if it turns out you were
mistaken?” someone asked. I’m not going to like it, I said.
§
To write, I listened to the recordings I had made of my
conversations with Commodore Boyagoda. While listening I made

notes of the elements that had to be included; these notes
formed the basis of the document I turned into sentences.
Moreover, I felt it was by listening again and again to the
way Commodore Boyagoda spoke – the rhythms of his speech –
that I caught his meaning. Needless to say, it took this much
listening – to perhaps 200 hours of conversation – before I
felt I could write in the commodore’s voice.
While I wrote I talked less to the commodore and more to other
people. While Commodore Boyagoda had been confined to a single
cell in each location, there had been many more people beyond
those walls living the daily realities and difficulties of
war. I wanted to hold them in my mind even as I wrote the
commodore’s particular story.
I don’t begin to suggest that I did extensive research. I went
on road trips, to parts of the country where the commodore had
been held, changed though these landscapes might be since the
time he had known them. I usually travelled with my parents,
not only for their willing and excellent company but also so
we might look like an innocuous family party at a time when
the authorities were suspicious of any sort of observation or
investigation. I have to say that the soldiers we met on
beaches were rarely taken in – looking past my parents, they
would ask why I was there, what it was I did for a living?
More crucially, I simply talked to friends; mostly those who
lived in and around Jaffna town throughout the years of war
– Jaffna, simply because it is the only place where the
Commodore was held where I also know people. Behind these
conversations, naturally, were other conversations I have had
in other places in the course of life, and the experience of
growing up in Sri Lanka in the ’80s and ’90s.
My memory of the war in Sri Lanka starts with
island in 1984 and a recurring conversation
with their friends – some of whom were
reluctantly to emigrate. It was a conversation

a return to the
my parents had
then choosing
about something

terrible that had happened the previous year. They never
mentioned what the thing was; between themselves they didn’t
need to. I was five years old then and couldn’t work it out. I
don’t remember when it was explained to me what these friends
had faced in July 1983 and how they might never feel safe
again; I only know that soon afterwards the understanding was
implicit. Indeed, I grew up with this pattern of knowledge –
to know increasingly difficult things, without shock, without
moments of revelation.
I made successive trips to Jaffna throughout the year 2013 so
that conversations might unfold naturally, aware too that I
did not wish to mine people for accounts of personal and
sometimes painful experiences. I simply told my friends what I
was working on. The effect of doing that was extraordinary.
The project was not only received universally with interest,
but with a kind of vindication and relief. People seemed to
suggest that here was a clearing in the forest where we might
talk about the war in a subtler way. I was relieved in turn,
and enormously encouraged by this response, although it
redoubled the sense of responsibility I felt.
You see, the people I talked to were also the people to whom I
felt myself accountable. I wrote this book most immediately, I
suspect, for people like myself – who feel a burden of grief
and responsibility for the Sri Lankan war. People who never
did enough, understood enough. My parents’ generation saw this
war begin; my generation lived its full course – I don’t
believe it will be any of us who pull this island fully out of
its mire. I believe we will tend it all our lives – as we must
– if only so the generations that follow us can do much better
than we did. If anything, this book is one small trace among
tens of thousands that we hope will help them piece together a
picture of what they’ve inherited. But to be truthful, I
cannot yet imagine that generation. If I held myself
accountable to anyone, it was to another set of people – the
people who felt this war much more deeply than I did, because

of where they were and who they were and what they chose to do
or what they had to do. Yes, I do mean those people who are
culturally or ethnically Tamil – that is an important aspect
of experiences I cannot speak for – but I don’t only mean
them.
So my relief, when I told my friends what I was working on,
was that they did not see it as a betrayal. Indeed none of
these people asked the Stockholm question. I remember one
friend asked me many questions about Commodore Boyagoda’s
story. He seemed to feel vindicated that this was a story that
blurred the harder truths that people tell about this war. At
one level he was also pleased the story was an unexpectedly
good one – then suddenly, he said in anger, “How typical of
the Tigers to treat outsiders well and their own people so
badly.” In a flourish of resentment he said, “Perhaps it is
good these people won the war; imagine a reality in which the
Tigers had won.”
All this was said with an irredeemable bitterness – there was
no real ‘better’ in the reality my friend described. But
mostly he told me stories. I listened and he talked. He talked
to connect to the things I told him about from Commodore
Boyagoda’s account, and then he talked just to connect things.
He told me stories from his own childhood. A little older than
I am, he would have been a young teenager when the war got
going. I wish I could replay for you the force and beauty of
his account in which he used symbols – a set of coloured
towels – to convey much more than either of us could put into
words.
I remember a conversation I had in a car with a friend, while
her husband was refilling the tank at a brand new post-war
petrol station on a newly widened junction of roads. My friend
told me how she and her brothers had inherited their parents’
perspective on the war. Her parents were of the generation
that believed in the new country after the British, she said.
They began by blaming the LTTE for everything bad that

happened and so they had to hold that line for decades. She
and her brothers had to grow up before they could take a more
complex view. Sitting in her garden at dusk, she traced for me
in the sand the LTTE camp that had occupied her neighbourhood.
She remembered that the cadre in charge was tall and goodlooking and missing a leg. We both wished he might be
Sridharan from the Commodore’s story, but it seemed unlikely.
We talked while she cooked – I listened to the stories she
told but I also watched the way she caught each preparation
before it would spoil, turning it into something else that
would keep. Although she now had a fridge, she was more
accustomed to managing without one, after years of blackout
during the war.
More than once I asked myself whether I had discovered the
true reason why I was writing this book with Commodore
Boyagoda – that it would be an opening to other conversations.
I had begun this project on an instinct and here I was being
shown the meaning of that instinct. I struggled with a wish to
share those encounters with friends. It felt wrong that the
writer of the book should have the best experience of it. Yet
I did not have permission to share those stories. I never
asked for it; the conversations were not set up that way. I
suspect that if I had asked for stories that I could put in a
book I would not have got any.
All I can hope is that this book will be another spur to
readers to have conversations of their own.
Indeed, this book is emerging at a time when those
conversations are much easier to imagine. When we started
working on the book in 2010 it felt that we in Sri Lanka lived
in a kind of shocked silence. Yet even before the recent
political changes, around the middle of 2013, I noticed that
the language in which we talked about the war was beginning to
change.
In the beginning, few people said anything. There are always

brasher voices to be heard but beneath them was a silence, a
different silence to the one enforced by our rulers. In the
south, the phrases ‘during the war’ or ‘since the war’ came
quicker, not surprisingly. They were difficult to relate to,
even to those of us who had lived more apart from the war. The
way the war ended made it difficult to relate to. But it was
also difficult simply to conceive of an end to the war, when
the war had been there for 26 years and the conflict was still
there. I have one memory of picking yellow flowers outside our
childhood home that, if I think about it now, predates the
war; that is all.
Then, in 2013, I began to hear friends in the north and east
begin to use those phrases, but with a different quality. It
seemed not to mean ‘now that is over’ (as it sometimes did in
the south) but ‘in that phase’ or ‘in this phase’. I began to
notice people recounting their lives as stories. We have yet
to see how far this goes; what histories it turns out we tell.
For these are testimonies. We have in Sri Lanka, as elsewhere,
a more sinister vein of ‘storification’ in which testimony is
sometimes removed from lived experience and displaced to other
realms. We speak in the language of mythology and of art – an
idiom too important to be used euphemistically in this way –
because it is easier to talk of a woman who doesn’t know what
happened to her son as a woman with a ‘story’. Art is not here
to be instrumentalised, to make experience easier to consume
(easy for those who don’t relate to it, alienating for those
who do) along with a good glass of wine.
But we are not impartial – I would not even wish that we were.
The ways in which we tell and receive these accounts are
inevitably personal. So too the contents of this book are
personal: for Commodore Boyagoda, for myself, for those whose
voices are not heard in it and for many of our readers.
Alongside the lives told are always lives lived, lives lost.
Let’s not forget most histories don’t make it into book form –
often not into words at all.

Sunila Galappatti has worked with other people to tell their
stories, as a dramaturg, theatre director and editor. She
lives in Sri Lanka and A Long Watch is her first book.
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Raghavan and Aijitha Kadirgamar, eldest son and daughter of
assassinated Sri Lankan Foreign Minister Laskhman Kadirgamar,
by their father’s funeral pyre, Colombo, 15 August 2005.
Source: FP PHOTO/Indranil MUKHERJEE

Post summer holidays and I find myself once again responding
to revisionist accounts of the Norwegian’s engagement in the
Sri Lankan peace process in the domestic press. This time the
subject is the aftermath of the assassination – almost
certainly by the LTTE – of noted Sri Lankan Foreign Minister
Lakshman Kadirgamar in August 2005. Below is my riposte,
published as an op ed in The Island on 20 August 2016.
Norway ‘Secrets’ are No Secret!
The Island, August 20, 2016,
Shamindra Ferdinando’s column of 16 August,
‘A secret
Norwegian missive to ‘Dear Mr Prabhakaran’ in the wake of
Kadirgamar assassination ‘ covers a lot of ground, including
some remarkable claims regarding Norwegian dealings with the
LTTE, in the aftermath of Foreign Minister Lakshman
Kadirgamar’s assassi-nation in August 2005.

First, Ferdinando states that ‘the world wouldn’t have known
about the [‘secret’] Norway-LTTE contacts ….if not for whistle
blower website Wikileaks’. This is to say the least a
surprising claim. First, at this stage of the Sri Lankan
conflict i.e. autumn 2005, Norway remained peace process
facilitator as officially sanctioned by both the Sri Lankan
Government and the LTTE. Consequently, it was only natural
that Oslo sought to maintain high-level contact with both
sides as and when the situation demanded it. From a peace
perspective, the crisis provoked by Kadirgamar’s assassination
clearly necessitated redoubled efforts to bring the two sides
back to the negotiating table. And this is exactly what the
Norwegians did, including via the ‘secret’ letter to LTTE
leader Prabakharan that Ferdinando cites.
Second, it is hardly surprising – and certainly not unusual –
that the content of such a communication was kept
confidential. As is widely recognized, a crucial element of
facilitating negotiations is retaining confidence of both
sides in your ability and willingness to retain
confidentiality as and when it is needed; indeed in most
conflict contexts a peace process cannot move forward in the
absence of a baseline of trust in the facilitator.
That said, Norwegian Foreign Minister Jan Petersen and his
Deputy Vidar Helgesen in fact shared the main points of the
letter to Prabakharan with the other ‘Co-Chairs’ (EU, USA,
Japan) at a meeting in Colombo on 17 August – the day after
Kadirgamar’s funeral. The Norwegian letter was handed over to
Anton Balasingham in London the next day by the same duo.
(Concerning responsibility for the Kadirgamar killing,
moreover, Helgesen states that at the 17 August London
meeting, ’Balasingham didn’t say the LTTE was behind the
murder, but he didn’t say it was either’.)
In this context, Ferdinando’s suggestion that as part of a
‘clandestine project’, the letter’s contents were shared with
the Americans only, on the ‘under-standing’ that they were

kept secret from the Sri Lankan Government, is palpably
absurd. In fact its first demand, that the LTTE ‘accept the
Norwegian Government’s invitation to participate in a review
of the implementation of the ceasefire agreement in order to
find practical ways of ensuring full compliance by both
parties’ perfectly mirrored the main proposal outlined in an
18 August letter from President Kumaratunga to the Norwegian
Prime Minister.
This harmony of approach between Oslo and Colombo – nothing
could be further from the ‘clandestine project’ insinuated by
Ferdinando – appears to have been the (hardly surprising)
outcome of an 16 August Colombo meeting between Kumaratunga,
Petersen and Helgesen: an event even noted by Ferdinando
himself.
Ferdinando goes on to state that following Kadirgamar’s
assassination Norway ‘continued to mollycoddle terrorists’.
And presumably, as part of its supposed ‘mollycoddling’
strategy, for good measure, he adds the suggestion that Norway
‘refrained from criticizing the LTTE’. Where to start? If
facilitating a peace process at the invitation of both the Sri
Lankan Government and LTTE, in itself amounts to
‘mollycoddling terrorists’ then I suppose Oslo – and Colombo –
indeed stand guilty as charged.
But this is a patently absurd charge. First, any reasonable
person can appreciate that negotiations minimally require the
participation of both parties, and that to achieve this
requires the facilitator to seek to remain in reasonable –
though not necessarily friendly – terms. Second, Ferdinando
offers no evidence at all in support of his claims in this
regard. Indeed the only evidence he cites – the August 2005
letter to Prabhakaran – hardly reads like the work of people
afraid to call a spade a spade. A demand that the LTTE ‘take
effective steps to halt killings and to cease the recruitment
of underage combatants’, for example, points to a number of
things, but Norwegian efforts to ‘mollycoddle terrorists’ is

most certainly not one of them.
All in all, Ferdinando’s somewhat slapdash treatment of the
circumstances surrounding Kadirgamar’s murder – alongside the
ignominious legal demise of the PTOM-S mechanism and Mahinda
Rajapaksa’s election as President, unquestionably one of the
pivotal political events of 2005 – fails the test of close
scrutiny. While not wishing to blow personal trumpets unduly,
his account would perhaps have benefitted from a careful
reading of the relevant sections of my book To End A Civil
War: Norway’s Peace Engagement in Sri Lanka (Hurst, 2015),
which covers these and other related developments in some
detail.
Mark Salter

